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Background: SB 838


• Allowed additional charges to acquire 


more efficiency 


• Large electric energy users exempt


• No “direct benefit” from additional funding







Background: Implementation


• Incentives serve as proxy for program spending 
(i.e. benefits)


• Calculate cumulative incentives as percentage of 
1149 revenue going to large customers in pre-
and post-838 periods 


• Study completed annually by third party


• Compares Energy Trust project history to utility 
lists of customers exempt from SB 838 charges


• If exceed historical average, three years to 
correct







Results – Pacific Power
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Results – Portland General Electric
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Results – Portland General Electric
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Conclusions


• Still under the cap of historical spending 


on large customers


• No changes to programs at this time


• Funding issue to be discussed as part of 


Oregon PUC docket UM 1713







Thank You
Ted Light


ted.light@energytrust.org


503.445.7643
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I. Commercial Sector Summary 


Energy Trust’s Commercial Sector provides energy efficiency services and cash 
incentives for Commercial, Institutional and Multifamily properties. The sector’s 
primary activities are accomplished through three Program Management 
Contracts: ICF International, ICF, for Existing Buildings, CLEAResult for New 
Buildings and Lockheed Martin for Existing Multifamily. Energy Trust staff also 
manages several other sector initiatives directly, including Strategic Energy 
Management, Lighting Design Lab, and Building Operator Certification.  


Sector staff oversee program management contracts, drive program strategy and 
design, manage relationships with stakeholders and provide strategic direction 
for marketing and outreach activities implemented by contractors. 


Energy savings delivered by the commercial sector have increased significantly since 
the inception of Energy Trust in 2002. After an aggressive increase in savings goals and 
funding in 2010 as a result of SB838 funding agreements, savings have doubled 
through 2014.  


Savings per project have been on the decline for commercial programs, partly due to 
Energy Trust’s successes in serving customers. As a result, commercial programs need 
to complete more projects to reach goals. The energy savings potential in the 
commercial sector is still significant, but the cost of acquiring these savings is likely to 
remain higher than historic costs. 


Key challenges to reaching program goals in the next five years will be:  


 Generating cost-effective retrofit and new construction savings in the face of 
lower gas and electric cost and reduced savings opportunities 


 Large customer limitations or exclusions for electric and gas efficiency 


 Working with customers, and local government to proactively support energy 
efficiency opportunities that arise in response to increased climate change 
regulation and awareness 


In addition the program will be seeking to expand program offerings to reach more small 
customers and rural customers and to more comprehensively meet their needs with 
program offerings.  


II. Sector Vision and Leadership Statements  


To provide long-term vision, guidance, and consistency to the Commercial Sector, the 
following principles have been established in accordance with the organization’s 2015-2019 


Strategic Plan:   


Vision Statement:  


Oregon commercial and institutional customers will enhance their long-term economic and 
environmental health through energy savings and renewable energy projects.  


Leadership position:   
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Energy Trust remains a national leader in innovative program design and strategy for 
commercial energy efficiency. Commercial efficiency programs implement these approaches to 
consistently deliver significant, cost-effective energy savings to Oregon ratepayers; Energy 
Trust is known and valued by our customers and stakeholders as a responsive and responsible 
program administrator; is a trusted resource for technical expertise, training and project funding 
to help customers improve their energy efficiency.   


 Measures of Success:  


Commercial and institutional customers will increasingly utilize Energy Trust programs 
to achieve deeper energy savings. This will enable Energy Trust to work with partner 
utilities in meeting the IRP goals for each IOU served. Measureable activities that will 
support success include: 


 Expanding customer participation to new customer categories and markets with 
lower levels of program participation, including smaller customers and 
businesses located in non-metro areas.  


 Replenishing energy efficiency sources of savings with new measures and 
strategies to engage customers seeking new approaches to save energy 


 Improving program design and services to gain efficiencies that control program 
delivery costs. 


 


III. Sector Level Savings 


History  


Commercial Sector savings grew rapidly from 2009 through 2012 and then leveled off or 
declined in 2013-2014. Lighting has always been a significant source of savings and it 
had a large ramp in 2014 with the adoption of LEDs in both indoor and outdoor 
applications. The sector targets market transformation savings through NEEA as well as 
some programmatic activity. Market transformation savings expanded in 2011 when 
New Buildings began to help customers reach aggressive new building codes. 
Operations and maintenance savings expanded with the launch of Strategic Energy 
Management in 2011; other O&M savings also increased due to more targeted efforts in 
existing buildings.   


The charts below indicate overall sector savings by measure category, across all 
programs. 
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*Note custom and direct install categories also include some lighting savings. 
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As indicated in the chart below, projects in rural counties have historically made up 
about a quarter of sector activity. As the overall number of projects have increased, the 
sector achieved a marked increase in rural activity in the last five years.  


 


 
Commercial Sector Savings Potential  


Approximately one-half of cost-effective electric savings potential for the Commercial 
Sector resides in Existing Buildings, with New Buildings representing the next largest 
share. A large bulk of the NW Natural gas savings is expected to come through existing 
buildings, while in Cascade Natural Gas territory, Existing Buildings and New Buildings 
are anticipated to have equivalent cost-effective potential.    


 


Savings potential by market segment looks to be similar to past years, with retail, offices 
and “other” (which includes buildings such as churches, assembly, transit buildings, 
telecommunications facilities and postal service) continuing to be the building types with 
the greatest potential. Warehouses, restaurants, hospitals and groceries make up the 
next level of savings opportunity. Retail and restaurants have been difficult to penetrate 
with comprehensive projects in the past. These market segments are now being served 
with Existing Building’s direct install strategy and New Building’s Market Solutions 
approach which is designed specifically for smaller businesses.  


Data centers are not captured in the potential analysis; forecasting data center activity is 
difficult since projects start and finish quickly and customers tend to be conservative 
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about sharing their plans. However, New Buildings should see significant savings from 
this building type, based on past experience and market activity.  


Future gas potential primarily resides in schools, retail, restaurants, office and new 
construction multifamily. These customer needs are well served with New Buildings 
Market Solutions packages and Existing Buildings prescriptive and direct install 
offerings.  


The largest growth potential over the next 5 years is O&M savings through Strategic 
Energy Management participants and data centers, as well as new initiatives to engage 
smaller customers. 
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2009 to 2014 MWH Savings Acquired vs 2015 to 2034 Cost-Effective 
Potential 


 


2009 to 2014 MMTherm Savings Acquired vs 2015 to 2034 Cost-Effective 
Potential 
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Commercial project volume has grown by over 160 percent since 2009--reaching over 
6,700 projects in 2014. Lighting, prescriptive measures and multifamily direct install 
have shown a marked increase in this time period. Despite this high throughput, electric 
savings declined in 2014, and gas savings were only slightly higher than 2012. Average 
electric savings per project are down 48 percent, and average gas savings per project 
are down 38 percent, compared to 2010. This trend is largely the result of code changes 
and market saturation with larger customers who have traditionally tapped the Custom 
track for commercial programs. Program staff anticipate the savings per project to 
remain fairly level over the next 5 years with a corresponding leveling of the number of 
projects.  
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IV. Key Challenges  


Oregon is experiencing a dynamic market and a rebounding economy. While there is a 
renewed interest in energy efficiency, Energy Trust faces challenges in making the 
business case for energy efficiency projects due to relatively lower fuel costs. New 
approaches and new technologies may open up opportunities, and there also promises 
to be heightened interest in energy issues and potential regulatory and legislative 
decisions in response to climate change awareness that introduce additional 
uncertainty.  


 


Key challenges and opportunities over the next five years include: 


Relatively Lower Fuel Costs  


Lower avoided costs are reducing the cost-effectiveness of some measures. With 
a more limited selection of cost-effective measures, savings opportunities per 
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project are constrained and there is more time and effort required to reach and 
deliver services to customers.  


Lower costs on the customer’s side will continue to reduce motivation to invest in 
energy efficiency since there would be a less attractive value proposition. 


Reduced Savings Opportunities 


A maturing retrofit market is resulting in smaller savings opportunities per project 
as well as fewer large custom projects. Programs must continue to incur higher 
program implementation costs to reach more projects, or identify new 
technologies and expand lower cost program implementation strategies such as 
Strategic Energy Management.  


Serving the needs of larger customers (>1 aMW) could become a challenge as 
we get closer to spending limits. Although Energy Trust is unlikely to exceed the 
large customer cap in 2015, it remains likely that the programs could exceed the 
current cap within the next year. Since large customers deliver some of Energy 
Trust’s most cost-effective savings, limiting the ability to serve large customers is 
a significant risk to future savings and delivery costs.  


The table below shows the sector’s electric savings and incentives paid for the past 5 


years to large and small-medium commercial customers.  The column “Rate ($/kWh)” is 


the average incentive cost for the project’s first year savings. This is alternately referred 


to as “acquisition cost” or “incentive run rate” in annual budget documents, where 


projections about expected acquisition costs are used to budget incentives to meet 


annual savings goals. This calculation does not take into account measure life or other 


discount rates needed to calculate levelized cost.  


Comparison of Acquisition Costs 


Year 


Large Commercial Sites >1 aMW Small-medium Commercial (<1 aMW) 


Incentives Savings 
Rate 


($/kWh) 
Incentives Savings 


Rate 
($/kWh) 


2010 $4,050,939  36,589,185 0.1107 $19,563,898  162,823,272 0.1202 


2011 $2,708,589  13,919,949 0.1946 $21,401,680  165,816,958 0.1291 


2012 $3,243,301  36,835,042 0.0880 $25,680,163  217,818,619 0.1179 


2013 $3,031,841  59,960,547 0.0506 $23,275,213  213,589,476 0.1090 


2014 $2,947,970  21,804,616 0.1352 $27,832,123  191,773,653 0.1451 


Total $15,982,640  169,109,339 0.0945 $117,753,077  951,821,978 0.1237 
note: Incentives are summed excluding studies and SEM technical contractor payments 


 
 


Unknown Effects of Climate Change and New Carbon Regulation 


How climate change will affect Oregon’s commercial customers is still impossible to 


predict, but interest in carbon reduction at the Federal, State, and local level could boost 


activity in energy efficiency. These changes could take many forms, including the City of 
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Portland’s Benchmarking policy, Multnomah County’s PACE financing, or changes at 


the regulatory or legislative level.  


Carbon emissions associated with electricity will be regulated at the utility, where they 


are produced as a side effect of fossil-fueled generation. The effect on the market would 


be expected to be electric rate increases, which in turn drive greater efficiency adoption 


by end users trying to keep costs down. In addition, the EPA’s draft clean power plan 


encourages increasing efficiency to meet state targets for carbon emission reductions. 


Overall, these scenarios are more of an opportunity than a challenge for greater 


efficiency. 


The Commercial Sector must be ready to respond, to work with new stakeholders and 


to work with current stakeholders in new capacities. In many cases these stakeholders 


have slightly different goals and measures of success and we will need to leverage 


others’ strengths and also support Energy Trust’s mission. The programs will seek to 


provide information to help impacted customers prepare and reduce carbon emissions 


through efficiency, and to leverage new opportunities.  


The effects of climate change are expected to have a major impact on natural resources 


and where people and businesses are located. California and Southern Oregon’s 


record-breaking drought is already having a major effects. Simultaneously, scientists 


studying climate change have called out areas of the Pacific Northwest as less 


impacted than many other areas of the country. These projections lead to expectations 


of major population and business growth in the region as climate refugees from drought 


areas in the Southwest move north. There could also be intra-state dislocation as well, if 


dry conditions in Eastern Oregon persist or worsen.  


 


V. Sector Level Strategies 


Over the next 5 years, the top-level efforts required for the success of the Commercial 
Sector are to: expand customer participation in programs; develop new measures and 
approaches to save energy; and, focus on continuous improvement of program design 
and services.  


Expand Customer Participation 


The Commercial Sector will focus on aligning incentives with opportunities, refining 
delivery strategies and developing new sales tools.  


 Refining current prescriptive offerings to support greater market adoption 
of new cost-effective technologies such as LEDs, which would be 
particularly attractive for smaller business customers 
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 Expand implementation of delivery methods to provide service to small 
commercial customers including hassle-free direct installations of energy 
efficient equipment. 


 Developing Strategic Energy Management offerings to cost-effectively 
bring benefits of SEM to smaller customers.  


 Expanding regional outreach strategies to better engage and serve 
customers in rural, non-metro areas. 


 Developing financing opportunities where they can encourage additional 
program participation and drive cost-effective savings.  


 Expand trade ally training initiatives as a way to build a more active trade 
ally network and increase savings per project.  


 Developing new avenues to serve K-12 Public Schools through 
prescriptive and direct-install approaches.  


 Improving the presentation of a compelling business case for deeper 
energy efficiency investment, supported by tools and services to assist 
customers with decision-making and setting priorities. 


 Regularly re-assessing incentives increases to improve project economics 
 


Develop New Measures and Approaches 


The Commercial Sector will continue to introduce innovative new measures as they 
become market-ready, and to develop new program delivery approaches.  


 Developing additional prescriptive incentives and expanding midstream 
buy-downs where they can drive cost effective savings.  


 Targeting O&M incentives to optimize building systems performance for 
customers of all sizes.  


 Implementing a pay-for-performance pilot to assess the market demand 
and feasibility of longer-term contracts to support capital and operational 
savings. 
 


Continuous Improvement of Program Design and Services  


In other sectors, cost-effectiveness can be a major challenge, but the Commercial 


sector has not historically had program cost effectiveness challenges. Commercial 


customer and program interests are generally aligned on what makes a good 


investment in energy efficiency.  


Continuous improvement becomes more critical in the Commercial Sector as we 


become more focused on the strategy of broadening participation.  Resource acquisition 


from smaller customers or enhanced delivery approaches such as direct install will cost 


the program almost significantly more than savings from large customers cost. But while 


these savings will be more expensive, they are still cost-effective, and are included in 


the resource potential.  Given that these customers pay all public purpose and 


supplemental electric efficiency funds, there is every reason to go after these savings 
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now. As we do, we will need to adaptively manage program costs and tactics to 


appropriately scale cost-effective delivery to these customers.  


The Commercial Sector will emphasize continuous improvement of program design and 
services through:   


 Expanding Strategic Energy Management to reach more mid-sized 
customers and to go deeper with customers that are already engaged. 


 Deploying strategies that utilize data for more targeted marketing and 
outreach activities and improve lead capture for future marketing and 
outreach. 


 Improving and streamlining operational processes to make it easier for 
customers to participate and identify multiple retrofit opportunities  


 More directly integrating solar into efficiency projects, to create a 
comprehensive energy plan at customer sites. 


 Continued coordination with external partners to link the program offerings 
with larger initiatives to leverage other efforts to drive further energy 
savings. 
 


Many of these planned improvements will make use of changes to Energy Trust data 
systems that are almost complete and will enable better customer tracking, and long 
term customer management. Further system improvements will be needed in order to 
perform more detailed data analysis for targeted customer recruiting, opportunity 
identification and improved forecasting. System improvements such as integration of 
modeling tools will also be valuable in streamlining operational processes. 


 


 


VI. Existing Buildings 
 
Existing Buildings Background 


Existing Buildings, launched in 2002, is one of the longest running programs at Energy 
Trust. The program acquires cost-effective electric and natural gas savings by providing 
technical assistance and financial incentives for high-efficiency equipment and energy-
efficient operating practices in existing commercial and institutional facilities. The 
program targets building owners, building managers and facility managers/engineers. 


 
Existing Buildings relies on PMC delivery of custom, prescriptive and lighting tracks. 
Beginning in 2012 Existing Buildings added a Strategic Energy Management offering 
delivered by separate program delivery contractors. Building Operator Certification, a 
training program for which Energy Trust provides incentives to motivated customers, 
has delivered additional savings.  
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Existing Buildings has brought in high savings by targeting large projects at large 
customer sites, often located in Oregon’s metropolitan markets. The PMC serves large 
customers using an account management approach. Account Managers build working 
relationships with customers and help them design and implement energy efficiency 
measures. The program utilizes a network of Allied Technical Assistance Contractors 
and equipment vendors and installers to reach customers with projects of all sizes. 
These allies leverage Energy Trust incentives and technical studies to sell projects that 
deliver savings. Trade Allies have been an integral part of the go-to-market model for 
lighting since day one; non-lighting Trade Allies have brought an increasing amount of 
savings as the program serves more, smaller customers implementing largely 
prescriptive projects.  
 
The 2012 Existing Buildings Process Evaluation estimates that from 2003-2011 the 
program has achieved a market reach as high as 43% of the total square footage in 
Energy Trust territory. This relatively high influence includes 100% in reach in the 
hospital market, 87% in grocery, 61% in lodging, 59% from schools, 52% in restaurant, 
41% in the office market, and 33% in retail. Within these markets, Existing Buildings has 
already harvested many of the largest most cost-effective projects. 


History 


Existing Buildings has served an increasing number of customers each year, with the 
average savings per customer falling over time. Program savings plateaued after 2010 
and are fluctuating around a relatively consistent average of over 1.6 million therms and 
11.5 aMWs. Since 2002, Existing Buildings has achieved almost 12 million therms and 
90 aMWs, representing 29% of Energy Trust’s total gas savings and 19% of Energy 
Trust’s total electric savings. 
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Since 2010 approximately 39% of electric savings has been delivered through grocery, 
office, and retail sites with the largest share of savings coming from lighting retrofits. 
Approximately 38% of gas savings has been delivered through universities, schools and 
offices. The major end-uses for gas savings have been hot water and space heat. 


Strategic Energy Management has attained a high level of market traction since 2012 
and in 2014 made up 27% of Existing Buildings’ gas and 13% of the electric savings. 


The 2015 budget for Existing Buildings is $50 million which is 80% of the Commercial 
Sector Budget.  


 


Existing Buildings Savings Potential 


Existing Buildings will serve all existing commercial customers with the most 
straightforward and efficient delivery solutions. The program will also identify new 
participants by approaching past participants in New Buildings, working with current 
customers to identify new, long-term capital projects, helping customers implement 
renewable energy projects, especially solar, and recruiting appropriate customers in 
SEM. 


According to the organizational Resource Assessment, the biggest sources of savings 
for these customers are in lighting, heating, cooling, ventilation and refrigeration, and 
the largest gas savings opportunities are from heating, weatherization, water heating 
and cooking.  


Existing Buildings opportunities represent approximately 20 percent of the total 20 year 
electric savings potential and approximately 20 percent of the gas savings potential 
across all Energy Trust programs.  


Existing Buildings Areas of Focus 
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Existing Buildings will engage and serve commercial customers of all sizes whether 
they rent or own, in all commercial market segments in both urban and rural areas 
throughout Energy Trust service territory. Services and incentives will motivate 
customers to identify and understand energy efficiency opportunities. The program will 
maintain a suite of incentive offerings that are relevant to customers across a variety 
market segments. Throughout all outreach and marketing, the cost savings associated 
with energy efficiency projects and how these savings can contribute to a business’s 
bottom line, will be a key message. To better make the business case, the program will 
leverage NEEA tools and will also develop more specific project analysis tools.  


Existing Buildings will continue to use direct program outreach by Account Managers to 
serve larger customers and key market sectors. To serve smaller customers, the 
program will enhance support and services for trade allies and other vendors to help 
them in selling energy efficient equipment. The program will also develop new methods 
such as the Advanced Power Strip leave-behind and direct-install for lighting which was 
introduced in 2014.  


Existing Buildings will continue to coordinate with organizations such as the utilities, 
NEEA and ODOE to build a market delivery infrastructure that leverages each 
organization’s strengths to influence customers. The program may also collaborate 
directly with organizations that can provide attractive financing options such as on-bill 
and PACE financing.  
 
With the challenge of higher project counts, Existing Buildings will identify and 
implement operational efficiencies to automate and accelerate processes and reallocate 
resources to increase program outreach. The program will also add Trade Ally and 
ATAC training and services to enhance their capabilities and combine this with incentive 
offerings and study funding that will reward them for expanding their businesses to 
support program outreach. 
  
Strategic Energy Management, launched in 2012, targets large commercial customers 
with the organizational capacity to institute behavioral and operational changes that 
result in energy savings.  


SEM is proving to be highly cost-effective in achieving operation and behavior savings. 
The program uses Program Delivery Contractors (PDCs) with specialized engineering 
capabilities. As the program grows, Existing Buildings may consider a PMC model for 
delivery. Regardless, customers will continue to receive SEM training in cohort groups 
and SEM opportunities will be expanded to smaller customers. The SEM 
implementation structure will be standardized to streamline engineering methodologies 
for quantifying savings and to ensure that the customer experience is of a consistent, 
high quality.  


Lighting projects constitute the largest and potentially most cost-effective electric 
savings potential. Existing Buildings will continue to cultivate the lighting Trade Ally 
network to engage customers. LEDs are evolving quickly and are increasingly 
affordable. LEDs represent the future of the lighting for customers of all sizes. The 
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program will continue to update lighting incentives to promote LED technology. 
Marketing and outreach will promote holistic lighting projects, including controls and 
interfaces with plug load controls and building controls. The program will provide 
training to educate contractors on how to sell and install these technologies. Strategies 
such as mid-stream incentive buy-downs will be implemented to move customers not 
targeted by trade allies. 


While fewer in number, large custom projects are relatively easy to target, engage and 
influence. Market intelligence indicates that there are still a significant number of 
chillers, controls and boilers that could be replaced with more efficient options. 
However, these project types will be more difficult to influence because they are 
technically challenging or face internal barriers within the customer’s organizations. The 
program will continue to build internal sales capabilities and develop a sales team in-
tune with the needs of a specific industries and large customers in order to leverage 
large projects whenever possible. 


Prescriptive non-lighting projects will continue to be the primary track for smaller 
customers who are less like to realize the financial savings from comprehensive energy 
efficiency upgrades. The program will work with market actors, including trade allies and 
PGE and PAC 838 outreach staff, to serve these customers, and will develop additional 
cost-effective leave-behinds, such as advanced power strips, and other low-cost 
measures.  


 


VII. New Buildings 


New Buildings Background 


Energy Trust New Buildings provides incentives for energy-efficient design and 
equipment to support construction of high-performance commercial new buildings, 
major renovations and tenant improvements of all sizes and types of buildings. 
Participants can leverage a comprehensive set of services and incentives to advance 
their energy goals. Net Zero design, launched after the successful Path to Net Zero 
pilot, is a standard project delivery approach. New Buildings also provides training and 
education to allies to advance design and construction practices and broaden the 
application of new energy-savings strategies. Advanced technologies and design 
practices learned through early stage program development and identified as cost-
effective are streamlined – and launched as Market Solutions – for small, independent 
building owners and Oregon’s small commercial market.  


New Buildings History 


New Buildings has been successful with engaging a majority of the market, helping 
customers achieve savings by introducing simple pathways, deploying direct market 
engagement strategies targeting early design and supporting building owners and 
project teams. 
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Energy efficiency is often one of the most cost-effective ways for a business to achieve 
sustainability goals which creates a significant market advantage for New Buildings. 
There’s also heightened interest in advanced building design to drive deeper savings 
opportunities, helped by the program’s increased training and education initiative 
delivered through Allies for Efficiency. The program’s regional outreach strategy has 
been critical to achieving sustained program awareness, steady participation rates and 
high customer satisfaction. Market interest in advanced design practices and 
technologies is leading to increased uptake of energy efficiency across market 
segments.  
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From 2002 to 20014, New Buildings achieved 41 aMWs of electric energy savings, 
representing 9% of Energy Trust’s total, and almost 5 million therms of savings since 
inception, representing 12% of Energy Trust’s total gas savings. The majority of electric 
savings have been achieved through lighting; most gas savings have been achieved 
through HVAC, both across a wide range of market segments. The 2015 budget for 
New Buildings is $12.5 million, 20% of the Business Sector budget, and program 
savings are very cost-effective.  


In the last few years, the program increased core electric savings through offerings 
targeting the small commercial market, and had success working with large projects and 
data centers (a segment largely unregulated through building codes). Similarly for gas 
savings, the fluctuation in large projects is tied closely to commercial construction trends 
but is largely sustained through targeted equipment-based offerings for small 
commercial and large savings from institutional customers.  


New Buildings Savings Potential 


Aggressive energy savings targets are cost-effective and feasible in today’s new 
construction market, creating a substantial market advantage for programmatic 
initiatives that will advance best practices, drive future resource acquisition and build up 
positive pressure – creating a leverage point in the market for NEEA.  


Though New Buildings has been successful with market reach and measure 
penetration, building owners can miss opportunities for greater cost savings and deeper 
efficiency by focusing on incremental efficiency gains rather than designing to minimize 
load and thus reducing mechanical equipment. This is the case for promoting net zero 
design strategies as a core offer, known to enable wider market adoption of energy 
efficiency, but many perceptional risks can hold back rapid market adoption of net zero. 
New Buildings will focus on supporting the market to build capacity and advance best 
practices, and will leverage lessons learned in the program's Path to Net Zero pilot, 
which demonstrated cost-effective net zero savings that moved projects 50% beyond 
baseline. A key objective in the next couple years is to define many more net zero 
measures to aggressively build up our library of solutions that will cascade through a 
majority of projects entering New Buildings, making net zero attractive, simple and 
applicable to a majority of building owners. 


New Buildings Strategies & Areas of Focus 


Full deployment to enable uptake of advanced design and measures 


New Buildings will continue to drive significant changes to how buildings are designed 
and constructed, resulting in sustained market practices that promote high-performance 
buildings and the benefits of energy savings. To accelerate market transformation, 
advanced building design practices will be broadly deployed through program outreach, 
training and education initiatives and targeted offerings. This may lead to changes in 
Oregon energy codes or create positive pressure in the marketplace for NEEA to further 
leverage. New Buildings will expand market segments served by Market Solutions and 
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build market demand through targeted offerings that reward for higher savings; eight 
good/better/best incentive packages will be available starting in 2015. 


New Buildings has successfully engaged building owners and will continue to work 
directly with building owners to identify and set robust energy savings targets and align 
the project team with resources and design tools to achieve their savings targets. New 
methods for reducing measure drop that occurs in a project’s value engineering phase 
are beginning to emerge and New Buildings may begin to engage with building owners 
about setting energy related requirements in their plans and contracts – a tactical step 
the program will take toward enabling outcome based building design and outcome 
based energy codes that focus on performance.  


Regional outreach and market engagement will address the objective of achieving high 
penetration rates statewide and expanding best practices for efficiency and early 
design.  


Sustaining market transformation by building market capacity 


New Buildings will continue to build a market position for allies and accelerate market 
transformation by strengthening ties between owner-driven decisions and ally-driven 
solutions, as allies increasingly propose advanced energy goals to their clients. This will 
build on the idea of empowering allies and delivering approaches to them to enable 
rapid, consistent deployment of energy efficiency. New Buildings will expand delivery of 
educational program content through our Allies for Efficiency trainings, provide high-
quality, actionable content and professional development licensing and credentialing for 
a wide range of allies including designers, contractors and ensure delivery of content 
statewide. Building design strategies and emerging technologies are increasingly 
difficult to codify, but the market increasingly is valuing energy efficiency and eying 
performance-based approaches. As market reaches readiness for outcome-based 
codes, new mechanisms to sustain market transformation will be needed to strengthen 
emerging performance-based standards. This will allow us to diversify long-term market 
transformation strategies and provide pathways to advance various policies where 
codes may not have the desired impact.  


Over the next five years New Buildings will diversify approaches for sustaining long-
term savings and best practices, this will be accomplished through leveraging policies 
and tools brought by other stakeholders.  


 Prioritizing building energy use benchmarking as a strategy that enables the 
market to overcome barriers to design strategies that rely on building 
performance.  


 Leverage national initiatives, including American Institute of Architects Challenge 
tools (A2020) into the ally network to track their firms’ actions toward 
implementing A2020 goals in building designs. 
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 Leveraging high-value brands like U.S. EPA’s ENERGY STAR® to strengthen 
outcomes with building performance after buildings are constructed and 
operational.  


 Collaborating with NEEA to gain regional leverage with training and education. 


The program will also monitor future actions and policies that will increasingly call on 
energy efficiency as a climate action solution, and gage how customers and commercial 
real estate investors view carbon reduction goals from their perspective. Regional plans 
and actions that have direction connections to Energy Trust (Regional Collaborative, 
Regional Climate Action Plans) will be leveraged by New Buildings to test-out viable 
implementation tools.  


 


VIII. Existing Multifamily 


Existing Multifamily Background 


The Existing Multifamily program serves all existing multifamily structures with two or 
more units in Energy Trust of Oregon territory. Property owners and managers have a 
menu of offerings available to them, including incentives and services, for both in-unit 
and common-area improvements. The program provides expertise to help customers 
identify a comprehensive set of savings opportunities for multifamily properties, 
including lighting site analyses, customized energy analysis studies, and tablet-based 
walk-through surveys. The largest share of program savings is achieved through direct 
installation of LED light bulbs, showerheads and faucet aerators in tenant spaces. Four 
other measure tracks comprise the other major sources of savings – buy-down 
promotions, common-area lighting, custom financial incentives and prescriptive 
measures. Prescriptive measures include appliances, insulation, windows, foodservice 
equipment and HVAC equipment and systems.  


The program is designed to reach six types of market ownership/use segments – 
affordable, assisted living, attached residential owners (condominium and townhomes), 
campus living, home owners associations and market rate. The program utilizes an 
account manager approach to cultivate and maintain long-term relationships with larger 
customers by providing coordination services and fostering participation across tracks. 


Existing Multifamily History 


Energy Trust began serving the multifamily market in 2003 and through 2009 the 
program was delivered through the residential sector. In 2010 Energy Trust transferred 
the program from the residential sector to the commercial sector to focus on property 
owners and managers. Since 2003, the program has delivered more than 105 aMWs of 
electric savings and 870,000 therms of gas savings and served over 7,000 multifamily 
properties. Market assessment data shows that 15-17% of existing multifamily 
properties have participated in the program over the last five years.  


As of 2007, savings have steadily increased year-over-year, with a dramatic increase in 
2014. In 2015, savings are expected to level off near 2014 levels and remain relatively 
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constant or decline over the next five years. Savings opportunities are heavily weighted 
towards electric. Gas opportunities have been achieved through hot water heating and 
central system heating upgrades as well as direct-install measures. 
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Most multifamily buildings in the Northwest are heated by electric zonal heating, and the 
market is ripe for the replacement of equipment installed when the majority of the 
building stock was constructed in the 1970s and 1980s. Domestic hot water is primarily 
in-unit electric water heaters that have potential for upgrades. Significant savings 
remain in common-area lighting where older technologies and a lack of lighting controls 
are prevalent. Multifamily is lagging behind the residential market in weatherization and 
windows, and savings opportunity remains in appliances. 
 


Over the next 5 years the majority of electric savings are expected to come from direct-
install and common area lighting, followed by custom projects and prescriptive 
measures. Direct-install savings are also expected to comprise the majority of gas 
savings, with custom projects and prescriptive measures making up the remainder. 
While the majority of savings is anticipated to be direct-install over the next several 
years, the program aims to increase the proportion of savings from other measure 
types. 


Existing Multifamily Areas of Focus 


As the program faces cost-effectiveness challenges due to lower avoided costs, 
changing codes and standards and increased market penetration, identifying new 
savings opportunities is key to maintaining a robust portfolio. Reassessing baselines 
specific to multifamily properties will help identify appropriate incentive offerings and 
services. 


Multifamily is seeing a larger volume of smaller projects, similar to other commercial 
programs. While the program offers an account management approach for owners of 
larger and multiple properties, program design will need to support trade allies and other 
market actors such as distributors to conduct outreach and drive program participation. 
Furthermore, there will be a shift in focus from acquiring new participants to developing 
longer-term relationships and re-engaging with past participants. 


Multifamily serves diverse market segments and regions with a wide range of decision 
makers and motivations for energy efficiency improvements. To maximize participation 
in rural and historically underserved customer segments, the program will require an 
increased understanding of specific barriers and motivations for each group 


Affordable housing and condominium owner markets have been historically difficult to 
serve. The condominium market is comprised of complex decision-making structures of 
owners and HOAs. In the affordable housing market, decision makers are often highly 
motivated but have limited budgets. The exploration of enhanced incentives for this 
market, proven successful in the single-family market, could serve as a model. 
Enhanced coordination with other organizations, such as OHCS, could help overcome 
these barriers. 


Renters have been hard to reach and could be an untapped customer type in the 
multifamily market with the ability to bridge the gap between property managers and 
tenants. The program currently serves dwelling units through direct-installation of instant 
savings measures; however, renters still represent a potential missed opportunity. 
Behavior-based initiatives have proved effective in other markets involving low-cost and 
no-cost actions, and may be an avenue to pursue. 
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Increased feedback on energy usage through benchmarking initiatives has also proved 
interesting to customers and are becoming more prevalent in the energy industry 
nationally. The program currently offers an online tool to help property owners and 
managers monitor energy savings results and identify energy-savings opportunities. 
Leveraging the momentum from both the commercial and residential markets may be 
effective in driving continued engagement and deeper energy savings. 


 


V. Alignment with Energy Trust Strategic Plan 
 


The Commercial Sector strategies and activities described above are intended to 
respond to the changing market, meet the needs of customers, and align with Energy 
Trust’s Five Year Strategic Plan completed in 2014. The table below lays out how the 
sector’s key strategies and activities align with Energy Trust’s overall organizational plan. 


 


 


 


Continuously improve 


program designs to provide 


excellent customer service 


and support customers 


with energy solutions


Manage the total cost of 


efficiency to maximize 


cost-effective 


conservation potential


Broaden participation by 


serving people and 


businesses we have not 


yet reached


Replenish energy 


conservation resource 


through new technology, 


strategies, and 


innovations


Overall Commercial Sector


Regional Outreach Strategies x x x


New Measure Development x x x


New Delivery Strategies x x x x


New Sales Tool Development x x x x


Rebid PMC Contracts on regular schedule x x x


Trade Ally Engagement and Training x x x


Comprehensive Long Term Customer 


Engagement
x


Stakeholder Engagement x x


Existing Buildings


Expand Upstream Offerings x x x x


Expand Direct Install Offerings x x


Expand Strategic Energy Management x x x


Develop New Prescripitive Incentives x x x


New Buildings


Expand Market Solutions Packages x x x x


Refine Data Center Offerings x x x


Refine Net Zero Offerings x x x


Multifamily


Continue Direct Install Offerings x x x


Expand Upstream Offerings x x x


Expand Behavior Based Savings Strategies x x x


Energy Trust Strategy Plan Objective
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421 SW Oak St #300     Portland, OR 97204      1.866.368.7878    503.546.6862 fax     energytrust.org 


Agenda 
Conservation Advisory Council 
Wednesday April 29, 2015   1:30 pm – 4:30 pm 
 
Address: 
421 SW Oak St., #300 
Portland, OR 97204 
 


 
 
1:30 Welcome, introductions  
 
1:35 Old Business 
 March CAC minutes 
 Annual schedule announcements: Shifts in timing for some CAC topics  


 
1:45 Planning updates    (information) 


  
2:00 838 Large customer funding restriction: 2014 results    (information) 


 
2:20 Break 
 
2:30  Business Sectors’ 2015-2019 Strategic Plans  (discussion) 


Overview & CAC discussion on the draft plans, which describe historical trends, 
and address the Sectors’ and programs’ contribution and strategic approach to 
meeting the goals of Energy Trust’s 2015-2019 Strategic Plan. Input such as 
feedback and advice on sector strategies is requested at this time. These plans 
will inform programs’ annual action and budget planning.  


 
 Industry & Ag Sector presentation/ Q&A:  2:30 – 3:00 
 Commercial Sector presentation/ Q&A:  3:00 – 3:30 
 Cross-cutting strategies discussion:  3:30 – 4:15 
  
4:15        Public Comment  
 
4:30        Adjourn 
 
 
The next scheduled meeting of the Conservation Advisory Council will be on  
June 3, 2015  
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Conservation Advisory Council Meeting Notes 
March 11, 2015 


Attending from the council: 
Jim Abrahamson, Cascade Natural Gas 
Shanna Brownstein, NW Natural 
Warren Cook, Oregon Department of 
Energy 
Joe Esmonde, International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers  
Garrett Harris, Portland General Electric 
Scott Inman, Oregon Remodelers 
Association 
Andria Jacob, City of Portland Bureau of 
Planning and Sustainability 
Don Jones, Jr., PacifiCorp 
Jason Salmi Klotz, Oregon Public Utility 
Commission 
Don MacOdrum, Home Performance Guild 
of Oregon 
Stan Price, Northwest Energy Efficiency 
Council 
 
Attending from Energy Trust: 
Sarah Castor 


Sue Fletcher 
Fred Gordon 
Hannah Hacker 
Mia Hart 
Marshall Johnson 
Oliver Kesting 
Jessica Rose 
Sam Walker 
Jay Ward 
Peter West 
 
Others attending: 
Scot Davidson, Clean Energy Works 
Mark Duty, RMC 
Sarah Fredrickson, CLEAResult 
Alan Meyer, Energy Trust board 
Todd Poehlman, Conservation Services 
Group 
Chris Smith, Energy 350 
Cindy Strecker, CLEAResult 
Bob Stull, CLEAResult 
Becky Walker, CLEAResult


 
1. Welcome and introductions 
Oliver Kesting convened the meeting at 1:30 p.m and reviewed the agenda. The agenda, notes 
and presentation materials are available on Energy Trust’s website at: 
www.energytrust.org/About/public-meetings/CACMeetings.aspx. 
 
2. Old business 
Oliver asked the council if there were any changes to the February 2015 Conservation Advisory 
Council notes.  
 
Don Jones: In the Natural Gas Combined Heat and Power, CHP, discussion notes, move the 
comment, “Don Jones: At this point, Pacific Power will abstain until we consult with some 
internal folks,” up to page 10, following: “The Conservation Advisory Council was tentatively 
supportive of an incentive increase when polled.”  
 
Oliver announced that a request for proposals for a Program Management Contractor for 
Energy Trust’s multifamily offering will be released on March 23. 
 
3. Expected topics for 2015 Conservation Advisory Council meetings 
Oliver reviewed the draft annual schedule for potential and known agenda items for 
Conservation Advisory Council meetings in 2015. He asked members for input and suggestions. 
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Don Jones: It’s nice to know ahead of time when there are guest speakers. How much notice 
should members give when suggesting guest speakers or agenda items?  
Peter West: Agendas are developed four weeks prior to meetings. About two meetings ahead is 
an ideal time to suggest topics.  
 
4. Residential weatherization incentive cap update 
Fred Gordon provided an update about two residential incentive concepts sent to the Oregon 
Public Utility Commission in response to a request for ideas for offering non-cost-effective 
weatherization incentives under an incentive cap. The first concept is to continue providing non-
cost-effective weatherization incentives for selected audiences, such as for renters, moderate-
income homeowners and multifamily properties. The second concept is to continue offering 
these incentives for a broader audience with lower incentive amounts. The OPUC is considering 
both incentive concepts. 
 
Jason Salmi Klotz: There have been a few challenges at the OPUC delaying our consideration. 
It took time to come up to speed and understand the logic of both proposals after Juliet Johnson 
left. A draft decision is circulating for OPUC management, and we expect a final draft by end of 
next week. The decision will be announced before April 30, 2015. 
 
Fred: On a related issue, there is a gas Integrated Resource Plan, IRP, order. The OPUC is 
looking at gas pipeline restraints in Salem. The OPUC is looking at demand-side alternatives to 
reduce loads. The commission ordered that the current efficiency program be available in the 
Salem area. This is another area where the decision to eliminate certain measures might be 
modified.  
Jason: Language was requested to be inserted in the NW Natural IRP about continuing 
weatherization programs in the Salem area. Whether or not the incentive caps are approved, 
UM 1622 will not affect offerings in Salem. We are looking to NW Natural to pick up the 
discussion about what offerings will be available in the Salem area. 
Fred: The measures in question will likely be offered in the Salem area in some form.  
 
Jim: This could also shine some light on the issue of gas avoided costs from an infrastructure 
standpoint. The Bonneville Power Administration Non-Wires program is a good example. There 
are avenues for looking at natural gas energy efficiency rather than purchasing additional 
pipeline. 
Shanna Brownstein: Should I bring this back to Holly?  
Fred: NW Natural is already aware. 
Jason: The main contact for NW Natural should stay the same. 
 
Fred: To clarify, the value of the pipeline is $25 million. A delay produces a value of about a few 
million dollars. Demand-side management options are not restricted to efficiency, so this is 
unlikely to have a huge impact on our overall program.  
 
Jim: Are these discussions just between Energy Trust and the OPUC staff?  
Jason: We are looking at how to address the issue now, and then we will come up with a 
procedure. 
Jim: This could be very positive. 
 
5. New Buildings market strategies 
Jessica Rose provided an overview of two new market solutions incentives packages, focusing 
on driving deeper savings in small commercial projects. Jessica summarized a new market 
solutions offering for large multifamily buildings. 
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Alan Meyer: It seems this offering would provide value to residents. Do we offer a sticker for 
units to display to demonstrate their participation? 
Jessica: The “Hey Buildings” campaign makes the connection between the building and tenant, 
exhibiting the “Hey Buildings” sticker and creating the association with Energy Trust. 
Construction signs are posted sometimes, setting the standard for building energy efficiency. 
Uptake is better than expected with out-of-state developers and early engagement with owners. 
 
Alan: What is the incentive for achieving a higher savings tier from good, better to best? Does 
participation in market solutions allow owners to increase rent or attract tenants?  
Jessica: There is a lot of traction in the marketplace for energy efficiency. People see the value 
in achieving the “better” building requirements, and it conveys comfort for tenants.  
Oliver: There are so many labels and awards in the market already. It’s not the best fit for the 
program to introduce a new award. The good, better and best tiers primarily help the customers 
and design teams in setting targets and understanding what we can provide with design 
assistance and incentives. 
Warren Cook: We could use this as an opportunity for disclosure when new construction 
buildings are 30 percent above baseline. 
 
Garrett Harris: Are ductless heat pumps eligible for market solutions incentives?  
Cindy Strecker: Ductless heat pumps are not eligible. Market solutions offerings only apply to 
dwelling areas, not common spaces. 
 
Jessica: The new, large multifamily offering is similar to current market solutions packages. This 
new offering could have a big impact in the large multifamily market, which is not easily 
addressed through modeling solutions. 
 
Stan Price: What is the size threshold for large multifamily?  
Jessica: Eligible buildings can be from 20,000 to 70,000 square feet, about four to twelve 
stories. 
 
Jessica summarized the new office tenant improvement market solutions offering, and 
presented on enhanced market engagement strategies and a revised offering for data centers. 
Since the launch of the data center offering in 2011, the program saved a total of 107 million 
kilowatt hours through data center projects. Many past projects were at enterprise level, and we 
are expecting large to mid-size data centers in the future. Incentive caps are changing for early 
design, technical assistance and installation. 
 
Alan: What is the reason for limiting installation incentives to $499,999?  
Oliver: The $499,999 incentive is within the authority of the program. A customer could still 
pursue more incentives, but we would bring that project to the Energy Trust board for approval. 
Alan: With the service incentives, the project could qualify for incentives above the $500,000 
mark? 
Oliver: Service incentives are not included in the cap since they are targeted for the service 
providers.  
Alan: It would be good to communicate to the board about how the cap is being handled, for full 
disclosure. 
 
Don Jones: Are there standard energy-efficiency practices for data centers? I expect that they 
would be fast tracking sales shares. 
Jessica: Yes, IT equipment changes frequently. 
 
Garrett: Are there any past data center participants who later made additional upgrades? 
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Jessica: No, we’re not aware of any overlap between the two. 
 
Jessica provided an overview of the two upstream strategies for uninterrupted power supplies, 
UPS: a midstream incentive influencing purchasing decisions and a calculated incentive to the 
owner. 
 
Alan: UPS came up at the last board meeting. Can it only be used if the power is interrupted? Is 
the power running all the time? 
Cindy: UPS is not regulated by code, so we use standard practice as the baseline for UPS units, 
with efficiencies depending on the type of unit. Power runs continuously through the UPS units, 
thus the energy savings is the difference between the baseline efficiency compared to the 
proposed efficiency. 
Alan: The power is running all the time and there are losses due to the power transformations?  
Cindy: Yes. 
 
Don Jones: What is the size of midstream incentive? .  
Jessica: 25 cents per kWh for midsize UPS.  
 
Jason: Is the midstream incentive only effective in Energy Trust territory?  
Jessica: I have to figure this out. We would have to capture information about the site and how 
we are qualifying that incentive. 
Jason: Would that fall under Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance’s work?  
Jessica: There is a coordination opportunity with NEEA here. NEEA is looking at other data-type 
strategies, but not necessary the co-location strategies.  
Fred: NEEA has a few market transformation focuses. New construction is in the early planning 
stages. There are no big initiatives for data centers right now.  
 
6. EPS and solar electric valuation study 
Sarah Castor presented on preliminary results from a study estimating the contributory market 
value of solar electric systems and EPS™ in residential home sales in the Portland and Bend 
areas. 
 
Results show that the average contributory market value of solar electric systems is almost 
$14,000, or 3.6 percent of the average home value, based on the 14 homes analyzed. In 
Portland, the value of a certification for a new home, such as ENERGY STAR® or Earth 
Advantage, is about $9,000, or 3 percent of the average home value. 
 
Don MacOdrum: Is there data on installed costs of solar electric systems?  
Sarah: The final version of the report will include a table with the total installed costs, tax credits 
and incentives for each system. We will be able to see the out-of-pocket system costs as well. 
 
Garrett: Were the solar electric systems owned or leased?  
Sarah: All systems were owned, except for two third-party owned systems that were discovered 
after the fact. We may pull them from the study. 
 
Warren: How were there Home Performance with ENERGY STAR® certified homes that did not 
have an EPS? How could you tell the home did not have an EPS? 
Sarah: All new homes that go through the Energy Trust program have an EPS. New homes that 
do not go through the program do not have an EPS. So homes could have a certification, 
including ENERGY STAR, and not receive an EPS, although most ENERGY STAR homes also 
have an EPS. 
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Stan: The end game is interesting. As you are quantifying the non-energy benefits of EPS? Is 
that a strategy or is the focus to encourage adoption of EPS?  
Fred: EPS allows us to encourage builders to construct homes that are more efficient than the 
ENERGY STAR specification. It allows us to recognize the value and help drive sales. If 
homeowners pay more for an EPS home, that does not necessarily mean there are non-energy 
benefits. Buyers may be paying for future energy savings. If you can find a value for the non-
energy benefits, that would be worth considering. This is about creating a market to drive non-
energy programs. 
 
Peter: We plan to move EPS deeper into the existing homes market in 2015. We experimented 
with doing this through the Home Performance with ENERGY STAR track to good effect. We 
are looking for evidence that the investments result in a higher value for the house. There is not 
enough statistical evidence here yet, but we are moving in the right direction. We can work with 
real estate agents and builders and try to increase visibility. 
 
Andria Jacob: The format of the Regional Multiple Listing Service, RMLS, does not provide a lot 
of context for EPS and may generate confusion. Many people could assume the score is out of 
100. 
Warren: There is potential for confusion in the market between a certification and a metric. An 
existing home can receive an EPS, but the score does not necessarily indicate any 
improvements were made. Certifications are for improvements. This is a challenge to be worked 
out regarding EPS as a certification or a metric. 
Peter: There are still opportunities for education about EPS. A positive outcome of this study 
was the strong feedback that people are willing to receive more education about EPS. 
 
Don MacOdrum: One of the biggest takeaways from the study was that we need volume, more 
EPS, and to have it listed correctly in the RLS. We need a standardized method for displaying 
information.  
Fred: If there continues to be multiple green brands for new homes, it is going to be confusing 
for a study to try and put a value on an EPS. 
Alan: The value of a certification is determined by people. The value of EPS will grow as people 
become more sophisticated. Since most people do not buy homes often, new homebuyers are 
not going to have that level of sophisticated knowledge of EPS. Training and context are 
needed. 
 
7. Legislative update 
Hannah Hacker provided an overview of energy bills before the state legislature. Energy Trust 
does not lobby or take a position on potential or proposed legislation, but does track and 
monitor legislation that may intersect with program offerings. So far in the 2015 state legislative 
session, staff is tracking on about 80 of the 2,600 bills introduced. Hannah gave an overview of 
those bills, including bills related to the public purpose charge, state tax credits, energy 
efficiency, greenhouse gas emissions regulation and studies, the return on investment of state 
energy efficiency, renewable energy and carbon reduction programs, and renewable energy. 
 
Jason: SB 456 does not allow utilities to propose additional incentives for emissions reductions 
programs. It clarifies the original intent of SB 844 by giving the OPUC the authority to incentivize 
utilities to invest in projects that reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  
Hannah: Thank you for that clarification. 
 
Don Jones: Which bill is most concerning to you?  
Hannah: We pay close attention to any bill that relates to public purpose charge funding. 
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8. Public comment 
Sarah Fredrickson: The EPS expansion plan is scheduled to be discussed at the Conservation 
Advisory Council meeting in June. 
 
9. Meeting adjournment 
The meeting adjourned at 3:30 p.m. The next Conservation Advisory Council meeting is 
scheduled on April 29, 2015. 
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I.  Sector Level Summary 


A.  Sector/ Program Structure 


Energy Trust’s Industry and Agriculture Sector provides electric and gas energy 


efficiency solutions for all sizes and types of eligible industrial and agricultural 


businesses through the Production Efficiency program. The program provides a 


comprehensive set of services and incentives to help these energy intensive businesses 


achieve cost-effective savings on an ongoing basis. The program is designed and 


managed in-house, by Industry and Ag Sector staff and is delivered to market through 


the support of a large number of contractors and other market actors: 


 Six teams of Program Delivery Contractors (PDCs) with deep technical and 


program expertise make it easy for customers and trade allies to participate and 


deliver savings to the Program.  


 Allied Technical Assistance Contractors (ATACs) provide analysis for custom 


projects to support customer and program investment decisions.  


 Strategic Energy Management (SEM) Coaches provide training and technical 


support to help businesses reduce and manage their energy intensity. 


 Trade Allies and other vendors act as an additional sales force for the program, 


speeding the implementation of more standard measures such as lighting, small 


compressed air and irrigation.  


 


B.  Current Market Conditions  


In 2013 Oregon’s total manufacturing output was $65.4 billion, accounting for 29.8 


percent of state GDP and making Oregon the nation’s 2nd most industrial state as a 


percent of GDP. This is up four percentage points from 2009 demonstrating continued 


manufacturing growth - in 2001 manufacturing accounted for only 16.1% of state GDP.1 


Manufacturing makes up 10.45% of Oregon nonfarm employment, ranked 15th in the 


nation.2 Agriculture accounted for 2.3 percent of state GDP in 2013 ($5.1 billion) up 0.6 


percentage points from 2009. Oregon is ranked #13 in agricultural output as share of 


state GDP.3 


 


 


                                                        
1 http://www.bea.gov/iTable/iTable.cfm?reqid=99&step=1#reqid=99&step=1&isuri=1 


2 http://www.nam.org/Data-and-Reports/State-Manufacturing-Data/2014-State-Manufacturing-
Data/2014-State-Manufacturing-Data-Table/ 


3 http://www.bea.gov/iTable/iTable.cfm?reqid=99&step=1#reqid=99&step=1&isuri=1 
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C.  Sector Plan Highlights  


 Continue to implement and continuously improve current, effective Custom, 
Streamlined and SEM offerings. 


 Provide more technical services and other support to increase savings from 
small-medium industries.  


 Redesign and implement an SEM offering for industrial sites that have previously 
participated in the program’s first year SEM offering, and recruit new SEM 
participants. 


 Working with other organizations, provide information and help to deploy 
emerging technologies. More commonly in industry, this involves more unusual/ 
rarely deployed applications of existing technology, such as smart manufacturing 
controls and energy information systems, CHP, Performance+ lighting design. 


 Continuously improve internal processes and systems including data and use of 
information to support program activities, technical management of all tracks.  


 


D.  Key Challenges 


 Large customer limitations or exclusions for electric and gas efficiency. 
 Adaptively managing program costs and tactics to increase and appropriately 


scale cost-effective delivery and services to small-medium industrial customers.   


 


E.  Sector Vision and Leadership Statements 


To provide long-term vision, guidance, and consistency to the Industry and Agriculture 
Sector, the following principles have been established in accordance with the 
organization’s 2015-2019 strategic plan. 


Sector Vision 
Industrial and Agricultural businesses in Oregon invest in efficiency and manage their 
energy use, improving profitability, productivity and sustainability.    


 
Leadership position  
Energy Trust remains a national leader in innovative program design and strategy for 
industrial and agricultural energy efficiency. The Production Efficiency program 
implements these approaches to consistently deliver significant, cost-effective energy 
savings to Oregon ratepayers; is known and valued by our customers and stakeholders 
as a responsive and responsible program administrator; is a trusted resource for 
technical expertise, training and project funding to help companies improve their energy 
efficiency.   
 


F.  Key Measures of Success for 2015 - 2019 


 Meet or exceed annual savings, customer satisfaction and cost-effectiveness 
goals  


 Expand participation by and increase savings from Small-Medium industrial and 
agricultural businesses in both rural and urban counties 
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 Greatly increase the number of sites participating in SEM offerings (add 100+) 
and increase historic average annual SEM savings by at least 50%.  


 Increase gas project volume and annual gas savings across all tracks.  


 
 


 


II. Sector Savings Trends and Resource Potential 


A.  Sources of Savings 


The Custom track allows for a comprehensive approach to gas and electric process 


efficiency projects, retrofits, operations & maintenance (O&M).  Custom PDC industrial 


efficiency engineers act as long-term energy efficiency “account managers” for industrial 


customers. PDCs provide turnkey support to participants in their assigned geographic 


territories, helping them identify specific efficiency opportunities and facilitating their 


ongoing participation in Energy Trust programs. They achieve savings goals through 


developing and delivering Custom projects, which represent more than half of 


Production Efficiency program savings.  


The Custom track has provided a delivery channel for very diverse projects and custom 


analysis has overcome the wide variation in industrial applications which limits the 


applicability of prescriptive approaches for this sector.  Allied Technical Assistance 


Contractors (ATACs) with specific expertise in the targeted system are contracted to 


perform detailed technical studies, which are based on both a detailed understanding of 


the measure and data driven analysis of the operating conditions that the measure will 


be running in. Custom studies follow technical and communication guidelines designed 


to inform and propel investment decision-making and project implementation at the site. 


These studies also provide the technical basis for the program’s incentive offer and post-


installation verification of savings. 


On occasion, the Energy Trust Board will approve a particularly large Custom project 


with incentives in excess of the $500,000 project cap. Since these projects are 


characterized by higher than average savings, lower than average ratepayer costs and 


longer than average development timelines, these custom “megaprojects” are 


considered in their own category in the Figures below. A single megaproject completed 


in three phases in 2012, 2013 and 2014, providing over 70 million kWh over the three-


year period and contributing more than 10% each year to the program’s annual electric 


savings accomplishments.  


Strategic Energy Management (SEM) provides training, tools and technical support to 


enable customers to save energy by establishing or improving energy management 


practices in the workplace. SEM offerings aim to secure and deepen customer 


commitment to energy management, and improve their capability to drive persistent, 


measureable improvements in the energy intensity of their operations. While SEM 


contributes to an increase in capital efficiency projects, which come through the custom 
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and streamlined tracks, direct energy savings attributed to SEM come from reductions in 


energy waste through improved O&M practices and other behavioral changes during the 


SEM engagement. First piloted in 2009-2010, more than 120 industries have 


participated in SEM offerings, and these savings have been a major contributor to 


doubling savings the past 5 years.  


The Streamlined tracks focus on simpler, more common equipment measures, 


delivered by Energy Trust Trade Allies. Developed by the program in 2007 to provide a 


cost-effective way to serve small industries and farms, these incentives are used by all 


sizes of industries for more standardized projects. The streamlined tracks are delivered 


by specialized PDCs, who focus on trade ally outreach and training, project verification 


and delivery of savings from streamlined measures, and new measure and tool 


development. The Trade Ally delivery channel leverages long-term vendor relationships 


as a primary influence on customer decision-making. Streamlined measures include 


prescriptive rebates and calculated savings analysis tools developed for mass 


deployment, rather than relying on custom technical studies to determine savings and 


incentives for each project.  


 The Lighting Trade Ally Network delivers all types of lighting projects at 


industrial sites.  


 The Streamlined Industrial and Agricultural Initiative (SI) delivers savings 


from irrigation measures, small compressed air, VFDs and other 


prescriptive and calculated measures.   
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Gas Incentives and services were offered to eligible Industrial customers for the first time 


in 2009. Eligible industrial gas customers are those who purchase their gas commodity 


from Northwest Natural Gas or Cascade Natural Gas. Large gas users who pay the local 


utility for distribution of the gas but who buy the commodity from a third party (ie, 


Transport customers) are ineligible for Energy Trust programs.  


The program achieved significant and highly cost-effective gas savings over the next five 


years through the existing tracks, delivery channels and customer relationships used for 


electric efficiency. But these savings by track and overall have been up and down year 


to year, as they have come from a low number of projects, typically less than 50, with the 


top 5-10 biggest projects representing almost all of the savings. Given this “lumpiness,” it 


has been difficult to set and sometimes to meet annual gas goals during this period, as a 


single large project delaying until the following year can swing the outcome.  
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Overall, the program volume has almost doubled over the past 5 years, mostly due to 


targeting irrigators, nurseries and small-medium industries through the Streamlined 


tracks. In 2014, the Industry & Ag sector completed over a thousand projects, and we 


expect this volume to continue to grow based on current program plans and trends.   


 


 


C.  Market Opportunity 


Electric efficiency programs have been working with industries in Oregon for more than 


30 years, including Energy Trust for over 10 years, and it is true that many of the lowest 


hanging fruit opportunities have been picked, especially by many of the larger 


customers. Despite this, there is still significant cost-effective industrial efficiency 


resource potential to meet 2015-2019 goals and beyond. There is no particular market 


that has reached the end of its potential, and even participants who have been doing 


efficiency projects for years have found more and better ways to save energy. The pace 


of change and growth in manufacturing create opportunities for incremental 


improvements or creates new inefficiencies, either of which provide a steady stream of 


new opportunities to save energy.  


Industrial gas programs are much newer. Since this is a less mature offering in the 


program and gas EE programs have not been offered to these sites historically, there is 


a lot of potential remaining. Reviewing the chart may be surprising, as many industries 


that use a lot of gas don’t appear, or have very little potential. It is important to note that 


the resource potential does not include those on Transport rates. The efficiency potential 
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of these ineligible sites is likely much greater than that of the eligible sites in this sector, 


which is addressed in the Barriers section of this plan.  
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Oregon manufacturing was affected disproportionately by the great recession. Wood 


products suffered the greatest employment losses of any industry and has struggled to 


bounce back. Food manufacturing, on the other hand, did not see recessionary 


employment losses and has exhibited sustained growth.4 The disproportionate recovery 


among manufacturing industries is reflected in urban and rural employment recovery – 


the Portland area is at roughly 110 percent of 2009 employment while non-metro Oregon 


remains at roughly the same level.5 


Because of this, reaching rising annual goals in the more rural utility territories, Pacific 


Power and Cascade Natural Gas, has been more challenging over the past 5 years, with 


some successes, some near misses and some real misses. But industries and farms do 


proliferate in both rural and urban areas of the state, and the program has had boots on 


the ground serving them in Southern and Central Oregon for many years. More recent 


changes to PDC territories in 2013 resulted in siting a program representative in Eastern 


Oregon and ensuring that a team was assigned to reach industries on the Coast. Trade 


Allies were recruited and cultivated throughout the state. Through the sustained efforts 


of all of them, the program was able to maintain the level of savings from rural industries 


over the past 5 years. But the charts of savings by rural and urban counties below show 


that the doubling of program savings that occurred from 2009 – 2014 happened primarily 


in non-rural areas.  


 


                                                        
4 http://www.oregon.gov/DAS/OEA/docs/economic/oregon.pdf 


5 https://www.qualityinfo.org/-/urban-and-rural-economic-recoveries 
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III. Industry & Ag Sector Strategies 2015-2019 


A.  Areas of Focus and linkage to Energy Trust 2015-2019 Strategic Plan 


Energy Trust’s 2015-2019 Strategic Plan calls out 4 cross-cutting energy efficiency 


strategies. These are addressed through the following sector areas of focus.  


1. Continuously improve program designs to provide excellent customer 
service and support customers with energy solutions  


As a mature, successful program, Production Efficiency will be most effective in the next 


5 years by maintaining and building on current strategies and strengths. Prior Energy 


Trust organizational-wide directions such as the focus on customer experience and 


making it easy to participate have guided a set of program offerings that are working 


very well.  Therefore, the sector’s primary efforts over the next 5 years will be to continue 


to do what we do as well as possible: effectively support Custom and Streamlined 


projects with repeat and new participants and facilitate adoption of SEM practices at 


highly motivated sites.  


This will be good news to the many contractors, vendors and industries currently 


involved in the program, who prefer stability in the program’s structure and design.  But 


continuing to stay relevant and effective at our mission to save energy for another 5 


years requires adjusting to changes in the market or policies and responding to internal 


and external feedback about the program, such as 3rd party evaluations or direct input 


from customers or stakeholders. The program also has to be willing to implement limited 


time or limited eligibility interventions such as incentive bonuses or special offers as 
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needed to reach annual goals, or to get the attention or commitment of hard-to-reach 


customers. To balance these needs for change and stability, Staff will need to use 


consistent program design, communications, change management, and continuous 


improvement practices that help minimize risk and negative long-term savings impacts 


that can be a side effect of either stasis or change.  


There will be a specific focus on bringing industrial gas efficiency efforts to the next level 


of performance. We will diagnose and address delivery, information and technical 


challenges in all 3 tracks of the program to achieve more and more consistent annual 


gas savings.   


 


2. Broaden participation by serving people and businesses we have not yet 
reached 


Almost all eligible large industries are already participants, so this strategy relates to 


reaching more small-medium industrial and agricultural customers. Focusing future 


program development effort on small-medium industries also provides a proactive hedge 


against the future effects of large customer funding limitations. Accomplishing this relies 


on outreach and marketing strategies that drive Streamlined projects through Trade 


Allies. To grow savings further from these smaller industries, we are deploying best 


practices learned from serving larger industries, including the importance of a Custom 


PDC to make participation easy, SEM and the use of studies and other custom technical 


services to aid energy investment decision making.  


 


3. Manage the total cost of efficiency to maximize cost-effective conservation 
potential 


In other sectors, measure costs and measure cost-effectiveness can be a major 


challenge, such as with solar installations and residential gas efficiency measures, and 


this was the primary problem being addressed in the 3rd Energy Trust strategy. But the 


Industry & Ag sector has not had measure or program cost effectiveness challenges 


historically, because the businesses served by the program would not invest in a project 


they didn’t find cost-effective.  So, industrial customer and program interests are 


naturally aligned on what makes a good investment in energy efficiency, and measure 


costs or soft costs are not a primary barrier to industrial EE.  


The way this strategy does manifest in the sector is directly related to the strategy above 


of broadening participation.  Resource acquisition from smaller industries has historically 


cost the program almost twice what savings from large industries cost. But while savings 


from small industry are more expensive, they are still cost-effective, and are included in 


the resource potential.  Given that these customers pay all public purpose and 


supplemental electric efficiency funds and that they are usually eligible for gas 


incentives, there is every reason to go after these savings now. As we do, we will need 
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to adaptively manage program costs and tactics to appropriately scale cost-effective 


delivery to these customers. This is addressed further in the Barriers and Challenges 


section of the plan.  


4. Replenish the mid-term and long-term energy conservation resource 
available by investing in new technology product development strategies 
and innovations 


Emerging technologies for energy efficiency in the industrial sector are not usually 


products but are new or unusual applications of existing technologies or practices. A few 


areas of sector focus include: 


 Redesigning and implementing an SEM offering for industrial sites that have 


previously participated in the program’s first-year SEM introduction. Ongoing 


recruitment of new SEM participants. 


 


 Partnering with NEEA, regional utilities, Industry associations, NGOs, Federal 


agencies and national labs, increase awareness and acceptance of new and 


emerging technologies, applications and practices. Support demonstration and 


deployment of emerging industrial EE solutions including smart manufacturing 


controls and energy information systems, CHP, Performance+ lighting design.  


 


B.  Expected sources of savings: market segments 


One change in response to lessons learned over the past 5 years has been a shift away 


from assigning Custom PDC territories by end-use market. In 2010, in addition to PDCs 


with geographic territories, the program had Custom PDCs assigned to medium-large 


wastewater, food processing, pulp and paper and high tech manufacturing sites across 


Energy Trust territory. Surprisingly, we did not find that this structure led to increased 


savings or reduced costs in the target markets, and the complexity of communicating the 


hybrid PDC structure was a barrier to getting new sites engaged. In 2013, new solely 


geographic territories were designed to reinforce the program’s new direction for Custom 


PDCs to effectively serve all types and sizes of industries in their assigned territories.  


Agriculture and in particular Irrigation measures will continue to be delivered primarily 


through the Streamlined tracks. Farmers are deeply connected to their irrigation 


vendors, and recruiting these market actors as Trade Allies has proved to be a winning 


strategy for customer satisfaction and achieving cost-effective irrigation savings.  


Despite the simplicity and effectiveness of what the program offers to irrigators, there is 


significant additional complexity in serving this market due to policy issues around water 


and utilities. There is an ongoing need for the program to coordinate with a high number 


of local and national government, nonprofit and private stakeholders focused on the 


agricultural sector. In particular, the Klamath basin is currently engaged in a set of very 
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complex multi-stakeholder issues related to water and energy that are expected to 


continue indefinitely.   


While Oregon’s industrial base is highly diversified, two industrial sectors are expected 


to have major growth over the next 5 years: high tech manufacturing and indoor 


agriculture.  


 High tech manufacturing represents the fastest growing industrial load in the 


state, most of it is resident in a small number of very large sites in PGE territory. 


This situation puts savings from the sector at risk, long term, due to limitations in 


funding for these customers, and this issue is explored further in the Challenges 


section of this plan.  Reversing a trend of low savings from high tech customers 


prior to 2010, Production Efficiency has since had significant success reaching 


them. While these sites are not easy to influence or serve, it appears that the 


current program design, especially custom offerings, meets the needs of this 


sector.  


 Indoor agriculture may be an opportunity arising out of the legalization of 


recreational marijuana in Oregon in 2014. If they choose indoor production 


instead of growing outdoors, lighting, ventilation, pumping and other systems are 


expected to be fairly energy intensive for these otherwise small footprint grow 


operations. While much remains unknown about the type of grow and marijuana 


product processing operations that will develop over the next 5 years, Energy 


Trust is preparing to influence these new ratepayers to be more energy efficient. 


The main challenge will be timing: to avoid the lost opportunity, the program will 


need to reach the industry actors before they build out inefficiently. The stigma 


still associated with this new industry could create other barriers to our ability to 


reach them in time. Ongoing organizational clarity about the eligibility of these 


ratepayers could mitigate these barriers. 


 


C. Key Activities 


1. Energy Trust will utilize PDCs as long-term energy efficiency “account managers” 


and technical consultants for all types and sizes of industrial customers.  Custom 


PDCs are the most direct channel for the program’s outreach and customer 


service activities. The Custom track allows a ready channel for any type of 


project to be considered, even in unusual applications or using emerging 


technologies – if energy savings and costs can be adequately quantified through 


energy engineering and the project can be verified after installation, then the 


custom track can accommodate.  


 


a. Energy Trust will continue to plan, develop and fine-tune compelling 


offerings for PDCs to bring to market.  Energy Trust will increase the 


effectiveness of these efforts and promote consistency of customer 


experience by providing coordinated go-to-market strategies. Energy 
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Trust will develop customer recognition tools, newsletters and marketing 


collateral; identify and transfer best practices between PDC teams and 


provide strategic guidance for PDC annual action plans.  


 


b. Develop tools that reduce PDC effort and cost associated with providing 


custom engineering services at smaller industrial sites, beginning with a 


tablet-based scoping tool for site walks-throughs.  


 


c. Clarify and tune custom technical analysis processes and requirements 


including detailed ATAC studies, enhanced scoping reports, verifications.  


 


d. Provide formal ATAC on-boarding and regular updates on program 


guidelines and requirements to improve quality of technical work, reduce 


rework.  


 


2. Bring industrial SEM to scale in Energy Trust territory. Gain 5 – 10% energy 


intensity savings from low cost actions/ measures at industrial sites. These 


efforts also provide a basis for increasing customer commitment to energy 


efficiency, deepening relationships and increasing the number of capital projects 


done in future years at participating sites. Actions planned include:  


 


a. Diversifying and increasing SEM participation:  Core SEM curriculum and 


tools in development now leverage lessons learned in six years of 


implementation to optimize and standardize design and delivery of first 


year SEM offering, broaden customer sizes, types and regions that can 


be served. 


 


b. Long-Term SEM Engagements:  Develop an enhanced SEM offering for 


current SEM practitioners so that Energy Trust can more effectively 


support the many customers willing to engage in longer, more continuous 


SEM offerings. Allows for the capture of savings currently being “missed,” 


greater value-add to customers, and potentially improved persistence of 


SEM elements and/or savings.  


 


c. Integrating Information Technology: IT has the potential to both enhance 


the customer’s SEM experience and drive more savings if designed and 


managed properly. Explore the intersection of smart manufacturing and 


SEM.  
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3. Continue to increase savings from the Streamlined tracks by developing 


prescriptive and calculated measures whenever possible to simultaneously help 


reduce delivery effort and speed project timelines. Additional actions planned 


include: 


 


a. Achieve greater geographic diversity of both electric and gas savings by 


improving outreach efforts to trade allies across the state. At the end of the 


five-year cycle the Program hopes to have many trade ally options for 


common energy efficiency technologies in all regions of the state.  


 


b. Use geographic information systems to improve market intelligence and 


better roll out outreach, marketing and other implementation efforts. 


 


c. Greatly improve trade ally interest in the Compressed Air Leak Reduction 


offering and explore expanding to other O&M services that might be viable 


through a trade ally direct install model.  


 


d. Expect to see steady growth in refrigeration related streamlined measures, 


particularly fast acting doors and refrigeration controls, as they become a 


major source of savings along with compressed air and irrigation projects. 


 


e. Lighting trade allies become well-versed in lighting design and make the 


comprehensive retrofit more of a standard practice for lighting projects. This 


includes more consistent use of controls on all projects, Performance + or 


otherwise. There is good cross-over with Commercial sector and NEEA work 


in this area. We all share common goals and NEEA’s top tier trade ally 


training will help move us in this direction. 


 


f. Continue to develop the capabilities of trade allies around properly utilizing 


the many streamlined industrial calculator tools, improving their chances of 


successfully selling an efficiency project and continuing to shift program 


delivery effort to the market. 


. 


 


4. Improve awareness of the benefits of efficiency and services available for small-


medium industrial customers.  Invest in technical and market research and 


provide marketing and outreach to 1 – 2 new targeted sectors per year.  This 


strategy offers an excellent opportunity to collaborate with utility partners such as 


through 838-funded utility marketing efforts and to use peer-to-peer influence 


among like industries, potentially by leveraging professional associations and 


other market actors that serve specific industries.   
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5. To maintain program quality and increase savings, we will engage in continuous 


improvement of internal processes within all Program staff’s areas of 


responsibility.  Sector staff will demonstrate the same commitment to process 


efficiency that we are asking of our customers to reduce wasted time and effort, 


increase throughput and decrease complexity. Keeping current program 


practices and procedures optimized allows for greater innovation including 


increasingly customized technical services without overtaxing staff and 


contractors or reducing the program’s ability to deliver on goals. Utilizing 


standardized procedures and practices even when testing innovative new 


offerings also improves those pilots and addresses the risks of innovation by 


reducing the number of variables being tested. Many of the currently planned 


improvements make use of changes to Energy Trust data systems that are 


almost complete.  


 


a. Harnessing IT Technology and Data: Delivery contractors and 


administrators can improve depth and quality of outreach, customer 


engagement, and project and program administration through harnessing 


Energy Trust’s new IT tools and improved databases, which can result in 


more projects, more savings and improved reporting.  


 


b. Improve Sharing of Customer Information: work to build more integrated 


infrastructure and processes so staff and delivery contractors can more 


easily share and collaborate around customer information  


 


c. Streamline Project Workflows: bring staff, IT, delivery contractors and 


consultants together to develop new processes and tools around existing 


IT systems and Energy Trust databases to reduce duplicative work and 


ease project/program management 


 


d. Customer Empowerment: continued innovative build out of customer-


focused systems that empower customers to connect and utilize their own 


information more readily and easily.  


 


e. Medium- to Small- Customers and Rural: use of metrics to monitor, track 


and provide feedback on performance in these areas by delivery 


contractors 


 


 


6. Energy Trust works with a wide range of other organizations with similar or 


complementary goals. The Sector will continue to leverage the actions of these 


existing and emerging market players. They support emerging technologies, 


perform valuable research and provide industrial and agricultural outreach, 


technical assistance and public recognition. The influence of these organizations 
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helps to decrease barriers to industrial efficiency projects. Collaborators include 


our local utilities, NEEA, BPA, ODOE, Northwest Food Processors Association, 


the High Performance Enterprise Consortium (HPEC), and national and federal 


actors such as CEE, ACEEE, US DOE, and US EPA.  


 


 


D. Areas of Innovation, New Directions 


As described in previous sections of this plan, the biggest changes are expected to 


come from our own evolving program design: 


1. SEM is changing the way we work with customers and building customer 


capacity, the knowledge and commitment to manage their own energy use. Long 


term, SEM has the potential to be game-changing for customers and for the 


program, to enable entirely new approaches to program design and customer 


engagement. The development of Continuous SEM over the next few years may 


create a significant new source of savings for the program. With their increased 


sophistication, these businesses will take on EE proactively and become the best 


candidates for more complex energy opportunities, such as demand 


management and demand response, onsite renewables and CHP, going after 


federal or state grants for large, ambitious projects or managing GHG emissions.  


 


2. The pressure of expanding services to smaller industries while maintaining 


program cost-effectiveness will drive innovations in delivery for these customers 


that if applied elsewhere could reduce effort and save costs across the entire 


program.  


 


E. Key Challenges and Barriers 


Barrier: Large customer funding limitations & ineligibility for EE programs  


Due to successful advocacy by large user groups Industrial Customers of Northwest 


Utilities (ICNU) and Northwest Industrial Gas Users (NWIGU) to keep their members 


from paying into efficiency funds, many of the companies with the best opportunities for 


cost-effective efficiency are either limited or prevented from participating.  


For gas efficiency, there continues to be a blanket exclusion for Transport customers. 


The effect of this Transport exclusion is that the majority of gas used in Oregon industry 


is not eligible for efficiency funding, although these large gas users represent the best 


candidates for efficiency both technically and economically. Due to the relatively low 


price of natural gas and business priorities, and based on our direct experience serving 


these sites for electric efficiency, there is no indication that gas efficiency is being 


addressed at Transport sites absent a program. There have been no discussions or 
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other indicators that state policy makers, regulators or energy policy stakeholders have 


an appetite for addressing this large, excluded portion of Oregon’s end use gas market.  


For electric efficiency, the exclusion of > 1 aMW sites from 838 supplemental efficiency 


funding creates a limitation around 1149 public purpose funding available to serve these 


sites. After analysis of 2014, and following on many years of growing savings from all 


sizes of customers, Energy Trust is within less than one percentage point of that limit in 


spending on large customers in PGE territory. We are preparing to make changes in 


programs to drive annual spending on these down significantly from recent annual 


averages. But these changes will inevitably be accompanied by reductions in the low-


cost savings the program could acquire from these sites and could jeopardize the ability 


of Energy Trust to meet IRP targets. The PUC has opened a docket on this issue and 


regulators, policy makers and stakeholders are engaged in considering the impacts of 


838 funding limitations and determining the path forward. The outcomes of this docket or 


potential legislation will have a tremendous effect on the strategies of both business 


sectors over the next 5 years, depending on whether something changes or there is a 


decision to proceed under the current limitations and methodology.  


 


Challenge: Large customers may change eligibility status year to year 


Administering the program in accordance with the limits on eligibility described above is 


made much more complex because a site’s eligibility may change year to year. Gas 


customers on higher volume rates have the ability to choose buying their gas commodity 


from the utility or the market at least once per year, changing their eligibility status. For 


electric, determination of 838 exclusion is made based on site electric loads the previous 


year. At some sites, reducing or adding a shift or other business changes can change 


their loads enough to change their status the following year.  


Except for the very largest electric customers, this fluidity in eligibility means that there 


are no large customers or transport customers, only customers that are large or 


transport in a given year.  This creates additional challenges to administering incentives 


in accordance with limitations in eligibility, as well as additional complexity to the 


organization’s analysis and reporting on it year-to-year and overall. Fortunately, 


improvements in data sharing between Energy Trust and the utilities have laid the 


groundwork for more accurate determination of a site’s eligibility status, but there is still 


work needed to ensure that this information is regularly, accurately updated and 


communicated to all business programs.  


 


Challenge/ Opportunity: Unknown effects of climate change and new carbon regulation  


How climate change will affect Oregon industries and farms is still impossible to predict, 


but it seems likely that over the next 5 years there will be impacts associated both with 
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the effect of new carbon emissions regulations on regulated industries and energy prices 


and with the indirect effects of climate change on water, population and ecosystems. 


For the first, addressing the changes brought about by carbon regulation, the program 


will seek to provide information to help eligible, regulated customers prepare and reduce 


carbon emissions through efficiency. This may be the topic that pushes the exclusion of 


Transport gas customers into policy makers’ awareness, as the end users who will be 


subject to federal carbon regulation in Oregon will be very large gas users, who are 


highly likely to be Transport customers and ineligible for programs.  


Carbon emissions associated with electricity will be regulated at the utility, where they 


are produced as a side effect of fossil-fueled generation. The effect on the market could  


be electric rate increases, which would drive greater efficiency adoption by end users 


trying to keep costs down. In addition, the EPA’s draft clean power plan encourages 


increasing efficiency to meet state targets for carbon emission reductions. Overall, these 


scenarios are more of an opportunity than a challenge for greater efficiency. 


The effects of climate change are expected to have a major impact on natural resources 


and where people and businesses are located. California and Southern Oregon’s record-


breaking drought is already having a major effect on farmers and food processors, who 


are considering changing products, crops, feedstock or processes to adjust. 


Simultaneously, scientists studying climate change have called out areas of the Pacific 


Northwest as less impacted than many other areas of the country. These projections 


lead to expectations of major population and business growth in the region as climate 


refugees from drought areas in the Southwest move north. There could also be intra-


state dislocation as well, if dry conditions in Eastern Oregon persist or worsen.  


As described earlier in the paper, any time there is major growth or process change in 


industry, there is an opportunity for degradation of efficiency or increasing efficiency. 


Long term, the impacts of climate change may lead to greater efficiency opportunities in 


the region, but short and mid-term, there could be loss of realized savings due to 


measure failure from process changes or business closure before end of useful life.  


 


Challenge: Adaptive management of program costs and maintaining cost-effectiveness 


while increasing services to smaller industries.  


Resource acquisition from smaller industries has historically cost the program more than 


savings from large industries cost. But while savings from small industry are more 


expensive, they are still cost-effective, and are included in the resource potential.  Given 


that these small-medium industries pay all public purpose and supplemental electric 


efficiency funds and that they are usually eligible for gas incentives, the program is 


highly motivated to reach them.  As we do, we will need to adaptively manage program 


costs and tactics to appropriately scale cost-effective delivery to these customers.  
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The table below shows the sector’s electric savings and incentives paid for the past 5 


years to large and small-medium industries.  The column “Rate ($/kWh)” is the average 


incentive cost for the project’s first year savings. This is alternately referred to as 


“acquisition cost” or “incentive run rate” in annual budget documents, where projections 


about expected acquisition costs are used to budget incentives to meet annual savings 


goals. This calculation does not take into account measure life or other discount rates 


needed to calculate levelized cost.  


Comparison of Acquisition Costs          


  Large industries (> 1 aMW) Small-medium Industries (< 1 aMW) 


Year Incentives Savings 
Rate 


($/kWh) 
Incentives Savings 


Rate 
($/kWh) 


2010 $5,734,702  
     


86,726,144  0.0661 $4,169,156  
      


45,294,208  0.0920 


2011 $7,465,974  
     


75,671,779  0.0987 $5,696,100  
      


53,789,113  0.1059 


2012 $8,259,375  
     


85,787,126  0.0963 $5,852,309  
      


48,766,054  0.1200 


2013 $6,627,587  
   


103,416,021  0.0641 $5,333,404  
      


42,365,596  0.1259 


2014 $7,108,105  
   


100,287,004  0.0709 $8,126,830  
      


61,475,633  0.1322 


  Total $35,195,742  
   


451,888,074  0.0779 $29,177,800  
   


251,690,604  0.1159 
note: Incentives are summed excluding studies and ITSP payments     


 


Related to this is the trend of meeting goals with a higher number of smaller projects that 


has been experienced in both of the business sectors over the past 5 years. A natural 


outgrowth of program maturity and efforts to engage smaller business, this trend 


increases management and delivery costs associated with each kWh or therm acquired, 


and these effects are detailed in annual program plans and budgets.  


The charts below characterize changes in average project size by track for the sector, 


using 2009 as the base year for each track. Looking at the data, it is clear that much of 


this trend is a direct outcome of intentional strategies and is by design, rather than an 


unfortunate side-effect, as it represents the program trying to reach all cost-effective 


conservation, not just the lowest hanging fruit. Regardless, the changing average size of 


energy projects does increase delivery and management costs and does create 


challenges to effectively budget and set goals based on history.  


The data also shows that smaller project sizes are not a trend across all tracks. Program 


strategies and actions directly affect a trend, and can even reverse it. Average project 


sizes are up in Streamlined Industrial, where new streamlined measures are added 


continually. A multi-year downward trend in lighting savings per project was turned 


around in 2014 by the development of Performance +, which addresses lighting design 
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comprehensively. SEM electric savings per site are down by design, as a direct result of 


serving small-medium industries after 2012, but the reduction in gas savings per SEM 


site is a signal of problems that need to be addressed. Other than this, the industrial gas 


portfolio is basically too small and lumpy to draw conclusions from the historical data. 
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F. Summary: Linking the Strategic Plans 


 


 


Continuously improve 


program designs to 


provide excellent 


customer service and 


support customers with 


energy solutions


Manage the total cost 


of efficiency to 


maximize cost-effective 


conservation potential


Broaden participation 


by serving people and 


businesses we have 


not yet reached


Replenish energy 


conservation resource 


through new 


technology, strategies, 


and innovations


Overall Industrial Sector


Hold steady with what's working x x


Increase annual gas projects/ savings x


Expand services to smaller industries x x


Adaptively manage program costs x x


Partner to support new tech/ applications x x


Success stories and recognition x


Harness IT technology/data x


Custom Track


Geographic coverage of PDCs: all areas x x


Scope of PDCs: all sizes of industries x x


Develop scoping and other tools x x


Tune technical management processes x x


Streamlined Tracks


Expand Performance+ Lighting x x


Add geographically diverse Trade Allies x x


SEM


Recruit 100+ new SEM participants x x


Develop Continuous SEM offering x x


Energy Trust 2015-2019 Plan Energy Efficiency Strategies





